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Abstract. This paper proposes an analytical framework for evaluating
the delay performance of super-frame (SF) based MAC schemes with
distributed resource reservation in IEEE 802.11e enhanced distributed
channel access (EDCA). SF-based resource reservation (RR) schemes
divide the airtime into service intervals (SIs) with contention-free period (CFP) for providing guaranteed QoS for RTSNs and contention
access period (CAP) for pledging fairness toward other sessions. The
proposed analytical framework models the delay performance of RTSNs
that obtain dedicated resources in a distributed manner. In addition,
the optimization of system parameters, such as size of transmission opportunity (TXOP) and SI are studied in order to enhance the overall
network capacity. The accuracy of the analytical framework is veriﬁed
through numerical simulation and analytical results, which also suggest
that the optimum resource allocation and SI can be found for improving
the network capacity.
Keywords: QoS, IEEE 802.11e, resource reservation.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, IEEE 802.11-based wireless communication technology pervades in
various areas such as Wi-Fi hot spots, city wide mesh networks, vehicular communication, and similar application areas. Most personal communication devices
such as laptop computers as well as mobile phones are armed with 802.11a/b/g
adapters or 802.11-compliant entities. Despite of the general application, there
are still lots of issues that pose diﬃculties in providing Quality of Service (QoS)
in 802.11-based distributed wireless networks.
So far, many research works have been focused on providing QoS for real-time
sessions (RTSNs) in IEEE 802.11-based distributed wireless networks. Since the
legacy distributed coordination function (DCF) can not diﬀerentiate the services
between RTSNs and non-real-time sessions (NRTSNs), an enhancement of DCF
named enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) has been standardised in
IEEE 802.11e [1]. Its fundamental QoS support is proved helpful for QoS support
but its enhancement is still limited. For further improving the QoS for EDCA,
some of the contributions [2, 3] are made to enhance the probability of channel
access for RTSNs by tuning the parameters of deferral and back-oﬀ algorithms.
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Optimizations of queueing algorithm [4–6] for improving the QoS for RTSNs are
also achieved. Although QoS advancements toward RTSNs can be implemented
by using these approaches, the transmissions of RTSNs are still aﬀected under
interference environment and the deferral and back-oﬀ, as the channel access
overheads, are unavoidable.
To solve the aforementioned issues, one of the most eﬀective solutions is the
super-frame (SF) based MAC scheduling mechanisms with resource reservation
(RR), which can partition the channel airtime into contention-free period (CFP)
for providing guaranteed QoS for RTSNs and contention access period (CAP) for
the fairness toward other types of traﬃc sessions. The RTSNs can get periodic
and dedicated resources through this distributed RR scheme so that their QoS
requirements can be met. Following the idea of this distributed SF-based RR
method, several MAC protocols [7, 8] have been proposed and simulations have
been conducted for validating the eﬀectiveness of these schemes. However, the
analysis as well as the optimization of these distributed SF-based RR schemes
are still open issues.
This paper mainly proposes an analytical framework for modelling the delay
performance of QoS guaranteed RTSNs in the distributed SF-based mechanisms
,that were devised for IEEE 802.11e EDCA. The analytical framework is capable of predicting QoS performance of RTSNs on both saturated and unsaturated
traﬃc conditions. Based on the guaranteed QoS, the enhancement of network
capacity (i.e. the maximum amount of RTSNs) is studied through the optimization of bandwidth allocation for RTSNs as well as the system parameter such as
service interval (SI) in order to accommodate more RTSNs in CFP. Note that
the network capacity in this paper implies the maximum amount of RTSNs that
are allowed to reserve transmission opportunities (TXOPs) in CFP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depict the SF based
RR mechanism and its derivative protocols - EDCA/RR and EDCA/DRR.
Section 3 speciﬁes the analytical model for delay performance. The optimization study is presented in Section 4. Simulation and analytical outcomes are
shown in Section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.

2

Overview of Super-Frame Based Resource Reservation
in IEEE 802.11e Networks and Its Derivative Protocols

As mentioned before, the SF-based RR schemes utilize SI to partition the services
between admitted RTSNs and other sessions. Fig. 1 shows an example of the SFbased RR scheduling, a QoS guaranteed RTSN will obtain a dedicated bandwidth
called transmission opportunity (TXOP) during which multiple frames of the
corresponding RTSN can get transmitted provided that the dedicated duration
is adequate. If the residual time can not aﬀord a further data transmission, the
corresponding RTSN will wait until the next TXOP.
To implement this distributed RR, EDCA/RR [7] proposes a signalling process. An add traﬃc stream (ADDTS) request frame is broadcasted from the
source of the RTSN if RR is required. The signalling frame takes the traﬃc
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Fig. 1. Super-frame based resource reservation scheduling

speciﬁcation (TSPEC) which contains the parameters such as service start time,
delay bound, etc. Upon the receipt of the request frame, destination will decide whether to accept the RTSN and reserve bandwidth for it. If the residual
bandwidth in CFP can support the QoS demand of the RTSN, destination will
conﬁrm the reservation request through replying an ADDTS response frame.
Otherwise, it will send back the response frame to reject the RTSN. The reservation request is also validated by contending nodes within the transmission
range. They will conﬁrm the new request given that their dedicated resources
are not oﬀended. Otherwise, they decide to reject the new RTSN and inform the
source by sending signalling messages.
Although EDCA/RR is able to successfully implement the SF-based RR, it
ignores the dynamic resource allocation for the TXOPs that become idle after
their corresponding RTSNs stop transmitting. This will incur the wastage of
bandwidth in CFP and degrade the network capacity. In EDCA/DRR [8], a
dynamic resource allocation scheme is proposed for addressing this problem.
Arrival priority (APR) is introduced for diﬀerentiating the precedence of the
rejected RTSNs that are made to be transmitted in CAP. The rule is that the
earlier the RTSN accesses the CAP, the higher its APR is. An adaptive admission
control is devised for monitoring and controlling the transmissions in CFP. If
there are RTSNs being transmitted in CAP when idle resources appear in CFP,
the idle resources will be assigned to the RTSN with the highest APR and then
all the other rejected RTSNs shift their priority accordingly. If no rejected RTSN
exists, the idle resources will be allocated to the CAP.

3

Analytical Model

In this section, an analytical framework for modelling the delay performance of
RTSNs with dedicated resources is proposed for distributed SF-based RR mechanisms. To enhance the eﬃciency of transmission time and reduce the channel
deferral time, MAC service data unit (MSDU) is formed by aggregating several
frames of a session [9]. This can help improve the throughput of the session. During CFP, the amount of MSDUs for RTSNi that are permitted to be transmitted
within its dedicated TXOP depends on the duration of SI denoted by ΔSI, mean
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MSDU size sDAT Ai , and required scheduling rate which is represented by λi 1 .
Therefore, we can obtain
ΔSI × λi
nt,i = 

(1)
sDAT Ai
where nt,i is the amount of MSDUs of RTSNi that are able to be accommodated
by a TXOP. Fig. 2 shows an example of a scheduled TXOP which can be used
for multiple data transmissions. The duration of a TXOP is expressed by
tT XOPi = nt,i (E[tDAT Ai ] + tACK ) + 2nt,i · tSIF S

(2)

where tACK and tSIF S denote the duration of ACK and SIFS, respectively.
E[tDAT Ai ] in the above equation stands for the average duration cost by transmitting an MSDU of RTSNi . The analytical model for delay performance of QoS
guaranteed RTSNs is speciﬁed as follows.

Fig. 2. A scheduled TXOP

3.1

Delay Model for RTSNs with TXOPs

In this subsection, we analyse the delay performance of RTSNs with TXOPs in
CFP. The average delay dave,i of MSDUs for RTSNi is equivalent to the average
duration from the instant that its MSDU buﬀers in the queue to the moment
that it successfully completes transmission. In general, the delay is comprised of
channel access delay dca,i , queueing delay dq,i as well as transmission delay dtr,i .
The detail analyses are shown below.
Channel Access Delay. The channel access delay is deﬁned as the time from
an MSDU reaches the head of the interface queue to the instant that it starts
accessing the channel. Owning dedicated bandwidth in CFP, each MSDU needs
to wait for its time-slots in CFP to get transmitted. The instant when the
MSDU arrives the head of queue determines its channel access delay. As shown in
Fig. 3, for each RTSN, time can be regarded to be composed of periodic TXOP
for data transmission and non-TXOP time during which its MSDUs have to
wait. Based on the relationship between traﬃc load of a RTSN and the size of
its allotted TXOP. Three conditions can be deﬁned: (i). Unsaturated condition
which indicates that the allocated resources can not be used entirely by the
RTSN. (ii). Saturated condition which implies that the RTSN can exactly feed
1

In this paper, it is assumed that application rate is equivalent to required scheduling
rate.
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Fig. 3. TXOP, tDAi and non-TXOP

all the duration of TXOP. (iii). Over-saturated condition which indicates that
the maximum transmission capability of reserved bandwidth is not suﬃcient
for accommodating the traﬃc load of the RTSN. The third condition results in
buﬀer overﬂow and thus devastates the performance of RTSN. Since the analytical model is aimed at evaluating the delay performance of QoS guaranteed
RTSNs, the unsaturated and saturated conditions will be the focus hereafter.

Fig. 4. SI, sending interval and TXOP

As a key parameter for analysing the channel access delay, the MSDU arrival time is mainly aﬀected by the required scheduling rate λi of RTSNi and
the duration of allocated TXOP tT XOPi . To formulate the channel access delay
using the above parameters, sending interval is introduced to map the required
scheduling rate into the periodic SI. Let μi denote the sending interval of RTSNi .
We can obtain
sDAT Ai
μi =
(3)
λi
As shown in Fig. 4, the relationship between the required scheduling rate and
the TXOP can be easily indicated if sending interval is employed. Assumed that
the MSDUs of RTSNs regularly generate, it is able to ﬁgure out whether the
instant that an MSDU arrives at the queue belongs to its TXOP or its nonTXOP. Since the channel access delay is determined by the arrival instant of
each MSDU, a function f = δ(x) is given for representing normalized oﬀset of
each arrival within a SI. It can be expressed by
δ(x) = x − [x]

(4)

where [x] is used for taking the integer part of variable x. An example of a
normalized oﬀset of MSDU arrival time is shown in Fig. 5. To express the oﬀset
duration of each arrived MSDU within its SI, η(j) is introduced and expressed by
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Fig. 5. Arrival oﬀset

η(j) = δ(

j · μi
) · ΔSI
ΔSI

(5)

where j stands for the jth MSDU of the RTSN. If a head-of-line MSDU arrives
and ﬁnds out that the residual time is not suﬃcient for another data transmission, it can not be transmitted within this TXOP but has to wait for the
TXOP in the next SI. Let tDAi stand for the entire duration for a successful
data transmission for RTSNi , which is given by
tDAi = E[tDAT Ai ] + tSIF S + tACK + tSIF S

(6)

If an MSDU arrives at the head of queue within the last tDAi of a TXOP, it is not
allowed to get transmitted until experiencing another non-TXOP duration. Fig. 3
shows the relationship among TXOP, tDAi and non-TXOP. Under unsaturated
and saturated conditions, if the MSDU arrives inside the ﬁrst tT XOPi − tDAi
of a TXOP, it can get transmitted within the current TXOP. This is because
when considering the unsaturated and saturated conditions, there is no MSDU
buﬀered in the queue at the instant of tT XOPi − tDAi of each TXOP. The reason
is that transmission capability of the reserved bandwidth in these two cases is at
least not less than actual traﬃc load of the corresponding RTSN. For simplify
the equations hereafter, the duration of the ﬁrst tT XOPi − tDAi within a TXOP
is represented by Φi . The ﬁrst MSDU that arrives since the time of Φi will reach
the head of the line and then it waits for the consequent dedicated bandwidth. In
this case, the channel access delay is the duration between the moment that the
MSDU reaches the head of the line and the beginning of the next TXOP. If an
MSDU generates after the time when the ﬁrst MSDU reaches the head of queue
within the interval [Φi , Φi + μi ] of the current SI, it will buﬀer in the queue and
reach the head of the line until its prior MSDUs ﬁnish their transmissions in the
subsequent reserved time-slots. As a result, these MSDUs have no channel access
delay. The channel access delay for MSDUs of RTSNi in diﬀerent conditions can
be formulated by

dcj,i

⎧
⎪
⎨ 0,
= (1 −
⎪
⎩
0,

if 0 ≤ η(j) ≤ Φi
η(j)
ΔSI )

· ΔSI,

if Φi < η(j) ≤ μi + Φi
if η(j) > μi + Φi

(7)
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To simplify the computation of average channel access delay for a QoS guaranteed RTSN, a period can be identiﬁed for η(j). The proof is shown as follows.
Proof: Assumed that there is an integer P , which denotes the subsequent P th
MSDU that arrives after the jth MSDU. The oﬀset duration of the P th MSDU
can be derived by
(j + P ) · μi
) · ΔSI
ΔSI
j · μi
P · μi
= δ(
+
) · ΔSI
ΔSI
ΔSI

η(j + P ) = δ(

(8)

The SI can be deemed as a ﬁxed set of SlotT ime σ, which is denoted by
ΔSI = K · σ,

if K ∈ N+

(9)

if K  ∈ N+

(10)

Similarly, we can obtain
μi = K  · σ,

where sending interval is expressed by an integer amount of σ. Using (9) and
(10), the variance of (8) can be derived by
η(j + P ) = δ(

P · K
j · μi
+
) · ΔSI
ΔSI
K

(11)

Note that K and K’ are both taken as integer values. Consequently, a minimum
·K 
value of integer P can be found in order to make the value of P K
equal to
P ·K 
a positive integer. Due to the property of η(x), the term K can be ignored.
Thus,
η(j) = η(j + P )
(12)
This veriﬁcation suggests that the oﬀset value of an arbitrary MSDU will periodically reappear after a certain duration which can be viewed as a period.
Therefore, the average channel access delay can be obtained through computing
the average value of channel access delay for all the MSDUs arrived within a
period. The average channel access delay is expressed by
pi
j=1 dcj,i
dca,i =
(13)
pi
where pi denotes the minimum period for the MSDUs of RTSNi .
Queueing Delay. The queueing delay is measured from the moment that an
MSDU pumps into the interface queue to the instant that it reaches the head of
the line. Considering unsaturated and saturated conditions, the buﬀered MSDU
during a SI can be completely transmitted using the TXOP in the subsequent SI.
As a result, there is no MSDU buﬀered at the time of Φi in each TXOP. As shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, there are three conditions of queueing delay for an MSDU.
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Fig. 6. Queueing delay on diﬀerent time-slots

Fig. 7. Queueing delay on diﬀerent conditions

First, the MSDU arrives inside the interval [Φi , Φi + μi ] of the current SI. Second,
the MSDU arrives within the interval [Φi + μi , ΔSI] of the current SI. Third, the
MSDU arrives during the ﬁrst Φi of the TXOP within the current SI.
In the case of the ﬁrst situation, the newly arrived MSDU directly becomes
the head-of-line MSDU and defers until the start time of its next TXOP. Thus,
the MSDU has no queueing delay. For the MSDU following the second situation, it will buﬀer in the queue and get transmitted in the subsequent TXOP.
Therefore, its queueing delay is equal to the deferral time of non-TXOP duration plus the transmission time of the prior MSDUs buﬀered in the queue.
i
.
The amount of MSDUs that arrive prior to the tagged MSDU is  η(j)−Φ
μi
i
They will cost the transmission time of  η(j)−Φ
 · tDAi , which is part of the
μi
queueing delay of the tagged MSDU. The rest part of its queueing delay is the
non-TXOP duration which is ΔSI − η(j). For the third situation, the MSDU
will buﬀer in the queue and get transmitted in the current TXOP. As a result,
its queueing delay is the transmission time of the remained MSDUs buﬀered
before plus the residual transmission time of the MSDU which is being transmitted at the moment. In order to ﬁgure out the queueing delay in this situation,
the amount of accumulated MSDUs from the instant Φi of last TXOP to the
arrival time η(j) of the tagged MSDU needs to be ﬁgured out. Since there is
no MSDU at the timestamp Φi of the last TXOP, the number of MSDUs that
i
still buﬀer in the queue is  η(j)+ΔSI−Φ
 −  tη(j)
 − 1. It excludes the current
μi
DA
i

+ 1 · tDAi − η(j) in order
transmitting MSDU, which requires the time of  tη(j)
DAi
to ﬁnish its transmission. The amount of MSDUs that have already been sent
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is  tη(j)
. Finally, the queueing delay for the third situation can be derived as
DA
i

i
( η(j)+ΔSI−Φ
 −  tη(j)
− 1)·tDAi + ( tη(j)
+ 1·tDAi − η(j)). The queueing delay
μi
DAi
DAi
for all the situations can be denoted by (14). Using the periodicity property of

dqj,i

⎧ η(j)+ΔSI−Φ
η(j)
i  −  η(j)  − 1) · t
⎪
+ 1 · tDAi − η(j)), if η(j) < Φi
(
DAi + ( t
⎪
μi
tDA
⎨
DAi
i
0,
if Φi ≤ η(j) ≤ μi + Φi
=
⎪
⎪
⎩  η(j)−Φi  · t
if η(j) > μi + Φi
DAi + ΔSI − η(j),
μi
(14)

the η(j), the average queueing delay of RTSNi is expressed by (15).
pi
j=1 dqj,i
dq,i =
pi

(15)

Transmission Delay. Transmission delay is equal to the duration from the instant that an MSDU begins accessing the channel to the moment it is successfully
transmitted. The average transmission delay can be denoted by
dtr,i = E[tDAT Ai ] + tSIF S + tACK + tSIF S

(16)

where E[tDAT Ai ] stands for the average transmission time of an MSDU for
RTSNi .

4

Optimization Study Based on Delay Bound
for SF-Based RR Scheme

In this section, we study the optimization of system parameters such as SI and
the size of allocated TXOP for each RTSN. It can be implied from the previous
analysis that guaranteed QoS of a RTSN can be achieved under unsaturated and
saturated conditions in which required scheduling rate of the RTSN does not
exceed the maximum transmission capability of its reserved TXOP. According
to (1), the size of TXOP allocated for a RTSN lies with the amount of MSDUs
that are allowed to be transmitted. Considering the delay bound, the duration of
TXOP for a RTSN is closely associated with the size of SI, required scheduling
rate and the average size of an MSDU. RTSNs with diﬀerent required scheduling
rates need to obtain distinct amount of resources (i.e. TXOPs) in order to ensure
their guaranteed QoS. The delay of a RTSN with large required scheduling rate
may be bound through allocating suﬃcient bandwidth. However, it will make
less RTSNs reserve TXOPs in CFP. The trade-oﬀ between the optimal amount
of RTSNs accommodated in one SI and the guaranteed delay for these RTSNs
is an open issue.
On the other hand, another trade-oﬀ exists between a small and a large SI.
Small SI can enhance the maximum transmission capability of each allocated
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TXOP so that it is capable of accommodating RTSNs with a higher required
scheduling rate. Small SI also reduces the delay for each admitted RTSN because
of its short non-TXOP duration. However, the amount of RTSNs that can reserve
the bandwidth in CFP decreases if small SI is employed. Using a large SI, more
resources can be allocated to CFP. But each RTSN may require more bandwidth
for satisfying their delay bound due to the degraded performance caused by large
SI. To balance this trade-oﬀ, the optimization study is a necessity.
The aim of the optimization study is to accommodate maximum amount of
RTSNs in an optimum SI given that the QoS of each RTSN is guaranteed. To
investigate the optimization, the requirement of the reserved bandwidth for guaranteeing QoS toward RTSNs needs to be identiﬁed ﬁrst. In fact, each dedicated
TXOP has its own maximum transmission capability. In order to formulate the
maximum transmission capability of a reserved TXOP, the reserved scheduling
rate λr,i for RTSNi is introduced. It can be given by
nt,i × sDAT Ai
(17)
ΔSI
The reserved scheduling rate stands for the maximum transmission capability
of the allocated TXOP. The prerequisite of the optimization is that each RTSN
need to obtain satisfactory QoS which can be embodied by the requirement of
delay bound. Thus, the QoS demand can be deﬁned by
λr,i =

dave,i ≤ drmax,i

(18)

where drmax,i stands for the delay bound for RTSNi . Using the deﬁnition of
delay in section 3.1, the variance of (18) can be expressed by
dca,i + dtr,i + dq,i ≤ drmax,i

(19)

It has been indicated that the guaranteed QoS can only be achieved under the
unsaturated and saturated conditions. This argument can be converted to the
relationship between the reserved scheduling rate and the required scheduling
rate, which is denoted by
(20)
λr,i ≥ λi
The above argument suggests that QoS demand of a RTSN can only be satisﬁed
when the reserved scheduling rate exceeds the required scheduling rate. In order
to ﬁnd out the connection between the required scheduling rate and the size of
TXOP which is denoted by TXOPlimit, the relationship between the reserved
scheduling rate and the TXOPlimit needs to be investigated. The size of TXOP
can be expressed by
sDAT Ai · nt,i + Ot,i
(21)
tT XOPi =
R
which indicates that an entire duration of a TXOP for RTSNi is consumed
by transmissions of MSDUs, ACK, MAC header and deferral time SIFS. The
transmissions of ACK, MAC header and the deferral time SIFS are deemed as
the overhead denoted by Ot,i . It is expressed by
Ot,i = nt,i (sACK + Omac ) + 2nt,i · tSIF S · R

(22)
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where Omac represents the MAC header. Using (17), the derivative of (21) is
obtained by
λr,i · ΔSI + Ot,i
(23)
tT XOPi =
R
Considering the requirement deﬁned by (20), (23) can be transformed into
λi · ΔSI + Ot,i
(24)
R
which stands for the relationship between the TXOPlimit and required scheduling rate under saturated and unsaturated conditions. Since multiple RTSNs can
reserve bandwidth in CFP, the average TXOP tT XOP is introduced and given
by
N
1 
tT XOP =
tT XOPi
(25)
N i=1
tT XOPi ≥

Provided that the size of CFP as well as the SI are ﬁxed, the optimum network
capacity can be obtained if the existing reserved TXOPs occupy the minimum
duration in CFP given that the delay bound of each RTSN is strictly satisﬁed.
Converting this argument to the average TXOP, the network capacity can be
maximized if the tT XOP gets the minimum value. The expression is derived by
f (λr,i ) = min{tT XOP }, if dave,i ≤ drmax,i
N
tT XOPi
}, if dave,i ≤ drmax,i
= min{ i=1
(26)
N
Using (23), the equation of optimum resource allocation can be ﬁnalized by
N
(λr,i · ΔSI + Ot,i )
f (λr,i ) = min{ i=1
}, if dave,i ≤ drmax,i
(27)
N ·R
where the reserved scheduling rate is the variable. It can be indicated from (27)
that under the delay bound and ﬁxed SI, the optimum resource allocation as well
as the optimum network capacity can be achieved once the reserved scheduling
rate of each RTSN is taken as the minimum value. It can
be derived from (24)

N

(λ ·ΔSI+O

)

t,i
when
that if delay bound is suﬃced, the lowest value of (27) is i=1 iN ·R
λr,i is equal to λi .
After ﬁguring out the optimum resource allocation, the optimization of the SI
can be investigated. Given the amount of QoS guaranteed RTSNs, if the size of
SI changes, the reserved TXOPs of these RTSNs will vary accordingly in order
to satisfy distinct level of delay bound. The optimum SI is obtained when the
proportion of the reserved TXOPs for these RTSNs in CFP takes the minimum
value. Therefore, the optimum SI can be formulated by
N
tT XOPi
}, if dave,i ≤ drmax,i
(28)
g(SI) = min{ i=1
ΔSI
where SI is the variable of the optimization. When the optimal SI is achieved,
maximum duration can be left in SI for accommodating more RTSNs. Thus,
maximizing the network capacity.
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Performance Evaluation

In this section, we apply the analytical model to predict the delay performance
of RTSNs in two SF-based RR schemes which are EDCA/RR and EDCA/DRR.
Simulation and analytical outcomes are compared in order to verify the accuracy
of the proposed mathematic model. Optimization results are also shown and
discussed. Tab. 1 recaps all the parameters used in the evaluation. Several senders
with a RTSN per-node as well as a receiver comprise the network. All the nodes
are randomly deployed within each other’s transmission range.
Table 1. Simulation parameters
Parameter(units)
Value
SIFS(µs)
10
Slot time(µs)
20
ACK size(bytes)
28
MAC header(bytes)
36
Channel capacity(Mbps)
11
Interface queue size(packets)
50
Transmission range (m)
250
Traﬃc application
CBR over UDP

Fig. 8 shows the simulation and analytical results of delay performance for
QoS guaranteed RTSNs in EDCA/RR. The analytical results well-match the
simulation outcomes. In order to study the impact of SI as well as the required
scheduling rate on delay, three distinct size of SIs (i.e. 10ms, 15ms, and 20ms)
are used and the required scheduling rate varies from 300kb/s to 1500kb/s. In
this case, the allocated resource is made equal to the required bandwidth. It can
be concluded that given a SI, delay of RTSNs with TXOPs become higher along

Fig. 8. Delay of RTSNs in EDCA/RR
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with the increment of the required scheduling rate. The reason is that average
queueing delay increases once the number of MSDUs allowed to be transmitted
in a TXOP becomes larger. It also can be seen from Fig. 8 that compared with
smaller SI, delay leaps dramatically in the face of larger size of SI. This is because
the increasing channel access delay contributed by the non-TXOP duration plays
the major impact on the average delay.

Fig. 9. Delay of RTSNs in EDCA/DRR

Fig. 9 shows the delay performance of RTSNs in EDCA/DRR. Two diﬀerent
required scheduling rates (i.e. 500kb/s and 1000kb/s) are used and the delay of
RTSNs is tested under diﬀerent size of SIs. Suﬃcient bandwidth is assigned to
CFP (i.e. maximum CFP duration is equal to 0.75SI) in order to accommodate
more RTSNs. On the other hand, a certain proportion of duration is allocated
to CAP for the fairness toward other types of sessions or the rejected RTSNs
which can not obtain dedicated resources in CFP. Simulation result implies that
the rejected RTSN suﬀers from a degrade performance. This attributes to the
channel contention from other NRTSNs and the limited duration for contending
the chance of channel access. On the other hand, in the contention-based environment, rejected RTSN with higher required scheduling rate receives a worse
delay performance than the rejected RTSN with lower required scheduling rate.
This is because the buﬀered MSDUs in the interface queue accumulates faster in
terms of the RTSN with higher required scheduling rate. In contrast to their performance in CAP, the delay drastically decreases if the RTSNs are re-admitted
by the admission control algorithm in EDCA/DRR and transmitted during CFP
when certain bandwidth in CFP becomes idle. In addition, a good agreement
between the analytical outcomes and simulation results can be seen in Fig. 9.
As analysed in the previous section, the reserved scheduling rate of a RTSN
needs to be at least equal to the required scheduling rate so that its QoS demand
such as the delay bound can be possibly satisﬁed. Even if the above requirement
is met, a RTSN may need a higher reserved scheduling rate compared with the
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Fig. 10. Optimum scheduling rate

required scheduling rate if it is desired by a lower delay bound. Delay reduces if
more bandwidth can be reserved by the corresponding RTSN. Consequently, to
consider the optimization of system parameters such as the allocated resource
(i.e. TXOP) and SI, the bandwidth reserved for each RTSN need to be the minimum value that can exactly meet the delay bound under certain value of SI.
Fig. 10 shows the optimum scheduling rate of RTSNs with required scheduling
rate of 500kb/s. It suggests that under a relatively loose delay bound, the optimum scheduling rate is equal to the required scheduling rate. From Fig. 10,
we can also conclude that the more resources allocated to these RTSNs, the
worse the network capacity becomes. However, reserved scheduling rate needs
to be adjusted according to the QoS requirement (i.e. delay bound and required
scheduling rate). To investigate the optimum SI under diﬀerent QoS demand, a
set of required scheduling rates (i.e. 200kb/s, 800kb/s, 1400kb/s and 2000kb/s)
are given under the delay bound of 25ms. The SI is tested from 5ms to 100ms

Fig. 11. Optimum SI
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in order to identify the optimum value. Fig. 11 shows the results that have been
ﬁgured out for all the diﬀerent conditions. It can be seen that the optimum SI
tends to be larger if RTSNs with lower required scheduling rates are employed.
The reason is that under a light traﬃc load, RTSNs can reserve a relatively small
size of TXOP which can satisfy their QoS. As the SI is increasing, the requested
bandwidth will not leap dramatically so that the optimum value can be achieved
at a larger value. The results shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 validate the feasibility
of the proposed optimization study.

6

Conclusion

Resource reservation plays an important role in QoS provisioning for multimedia applications in IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks. This paper provides an
analytical model and an optimization study for SF-based distributed RR mechanisms. The proposed model has been proved accurate for evaluating the delay
performance of RTSNs with TXOPs under diﬀerent traﬃc conditions. In addition, optimization of system parameters such as the size of allocated TXOPs
and the SI has been conducted for maximizing the network capacity, making
more RTSNs obtain dedicated bandwidth in CFP. Simulation and analytical
results have veriﬁed the accuracy of the analytical model. In addition, the analytical results for optimization have shown optimum parameters under diﬀerent
situations, which has proved the feasibility of the optimization study.
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